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Lake Baikal 

By Lucy Goodchild 

 

“… the airline has not yet made a statement but reports from the 

scene suggest there are no survivors. We’re being joined by Graham 

Wick, a former pilot and now chair of the international committee…” 

“Turn that off, Natty.” Mark paused for less than a second 

before stepping over to the television and pushing the power button.  

Natalie could hear the faint fizz of the screen. “Did you hear 

what they were saying?” She spoke to her lap, sure her question 

would be a trigger but desperate to ask it regardless. Her body 

tipped slightly as he sat on the bed next to her. 

“Look, love, I know you’re scared of flying, but it’s still safer than 

getting in a car, especially when you’re behind the wheel.” He 

laughed, swept his arm around her and gripped her left shoulder. 

“You’re still coming. Anyway, this doesn’t mean anything, it’s a 

completely different plane.” 

“They said there wasn’t a fault with the plane.” 

“Course they said that.” His warm glow dissipated and he stood 

up. “First it was the bloody IRA and now this. What am I supposed to 

do, let you stay here on your own? It’s not happening. You got funny 
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ideas last time and I was only gone a couple of days. You’re not ok on 

your own, Natalie. You know that.” 

Her gaze returned to her lap. She was wearing a shin-length 

pleated skirt with a gaudy flower pattern on it – Mark’s choice. She 

hated it. It brushed against her legs all day long as she pottered 

around the house cleaning and gave her a hefty electric shock every 

time she touched a door handle. The one on the spare room was the 

worst, for some reason. She hoped he wouldn’t notice she hadn’t 

dusted in there for some time. 

“I tell you what,” he said, the smile creeping back onto his 

stubbly face. “Let’s get packed and I’ll treat you to a meal down at 

Jones’s. You can have whatever you want. And wine, too. What do 

you say? Come and find me at the Crown when you’re ready.” 

He was putting his jacket on and walking out the door by the 

time she looked up. She sighed. The suitcases were in the spare 

room. 

***** 

 

Natalie smoothed her skirt down while Mark and the driver lifted 

their cases out of the taxi. “Christ, Natty, what have you got in here, 

the kitchen sink?” The driver forced a chuckle, acknowledged the tip 

and drove away. 

Heathrow terminal 1 was a sight to behold for a first-time flyer: 

people teeming everywhere, echoey announcements in foreign 

languages, an array of uniforms on attractive people. Natalie 

clutched her handbag close to her belly and winced when the buckle 

bumped one of her bruises. Mark walked ahead, carrying their 

suitcases proudly – a navy blue one with a red tag for him and a 
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smaller sky blue one with a pink tag for her. The fabric of his case 

was fluttering slightly as he walked; it was only half full, but Natalie 

hadn’t dared put anything of hers in there. 

After checking in, Mark bustled through a group of people 

cricking their necks and looked up at the screens. “Right, where are 

we… look, gates 74-78.” He looked around at the yellow signs 

suspended from the ceiling. “That way.” 

There were armed police every fifty metres or so, strolling up 

and down casually with their rifles pointed towards the ground. The 

IRA had attacked the airport three times earlier that month – each 

time unsuccessfully – and the attacks had coincided with the Queen’s 

arrival, so security was ramped up. 

Mark didn’t pay any attention to the armed police, or to the 

queue of people standing at the gate. He seemed energetic, excited 

even. Natalie remained a couple of steps behind him, so when a 

reporter thrust a large microphone in front of her and started asking 

questions about the plane crash and the IRA attacks and the extra 

security and aren’t you a little concerned for your safety? she was 

flustered enough to have started answering when Mark stepped 

between them. 

“What’s all this about?” He held a large hand up in front of the 

camera lens. 

“I’m asking about the Aeroflot accident and she was just telling 

me that you’re flying for business…” 

“Yeah, well she doesn’t have anything else to say.” He gripped 

Natalie’s elbow and walked her to the front of the queue. 

They boarded first, despite having economy tickets, and Mark 

took the window seat, making sure to tell Natalie he would be 
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standing up regularly to stretch his legs. Right before the doors 

closed, a man ran down the aisle panting and sat the other side of 

her. He spilled over the armrest and his damp, acrid smell wafted 

around every time he shifted in the chair. She was already looking 

forward to the stop in Prague. 

“Ladies and gentlemen, girls and boys…” Natalie’s stomach 

turned; the latest reports were saying the crash had been due to one 

of the pilot’s children playing in the cockpit. “Welcome on board this 

spectacular IL-86 for your Aeroflot Russian International Airlines 

flight today. I want to assure you that you are in safe hands and will 

soon be enjoying everything Moscow has to offer.” 

Natalie linked her fingers and closed her eyes. No harm in being 

extra careful. The hairs on her forearms shivered. 

Mark stretched his legs seventeen times between London and 

Moscow, and fourteen of those times Natalie had to wake her 

neighbour to get him to move. Unfortunately, talking didn’t work, so 

she had to touch him. Mercifully, he was slightly less sticky than she 

expected. She got the impression he rather enjoyed the hesitant 

prodding and wondered whether he had really slept as much as he 

made out. 

Mark did manage to sleep briefly, affording Natalie a glimpse at 

the papers he had strewn across their fold-down tables. Without 

moving any of them it was difficult to get more than a smattering of 

words, but she could see one was an official looking report on Bratsk 

headed paper and one was a confidential report Mark was editing on 

his own paper (Natalie had designed it – a gold circle with the letters 

‘A’ and ‘C’ in blue and interlinked, next to ‘Acton Consultants, Your 

Engineering Experts’). The words “mercury pollution” and “Bratsk 
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Reservoir” and “unfounded claims” stood out, but she didn’t get 

much further before a bout of turbulence woke him up. 

They had a short layover in Moscow, during which Mark drank 

four vodkas, and they boarded a smaller plane operated by the 

recently-formed Moscow Airlines – or Babyflot, as the locals called it 

–destined for Bratsk. They were guided across the tarmac and up the 

plane steps, which bounced around in the wind, into what looked 

like something from the seventies: bright orange, red and purple seat 

covers, peeling décor and traditional Russian music streaming from 

crackling speakers. People kept filing onto the plane even after all 

the seats were taken; by the time the door closed, there were at 

least a dozen passengers lining the aisles. Three hours, Natalie 

thought, and linked her fingers again. 

***** 

 

“… and this is Drama Theatre, most famous in Bratsk…” a concierge 

in a tall hat adorned with gold buttons was handing Natalie a series 

of flyers and brochures for the city’s attractions. So far, it seemed the 

square with a fountain, the football field, the theatre that had looked 

closed when they drove past, and the large supermarket were the 

hotspots most worth a visit. She smiled graciously but resigned 

herself to the inside of their hotel room. 

A short, hunched man with the cuffs of his uniform jacket rolled 

up loaded their luggage awkwardly onto an ostentatious looking 

trolley and rolled it towards the lift. Luckily, their room was on the 

first floor – with any luck a non-fatal distance to fall should the 

ancient looking lift give in, Natalie thought. 
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The room was outdated but spotless. Ornate brass lamps on the wall, 

tall, tasselled standing lamps in two corners, a kitsch chandelier in 

the centre of the ceiling and a few spotlights over the writing desk 

gave them plenty of illumination options. Natalie walked to the 

window and dragged the hefty curtains open. As she tied them back 

with the thick red and blue ropes hanging from hooks at either side, 

she saw the view: a vast lake, hazy blue edged with white sand and 

green forest. 

“I told you it was beautiful.” 

“Can we go down there?” 

“Just enjoy the view, Natty, I’ve got a lot to get done while I’m 

here and I don’t need you whingeing about going on trips, alright?” 

Mark sat at the desk and flicked through the hotel guide; Natalie 

unpacked his case carefully and hung his suits in the cupboard. 

“We’ve got dinner with Sergei tonight, he’s bringing his wife too, 

so you’ll have someone to talk to. He’s an important man, Natty. 

Make me proud, alright?” 

 

Dinner was a salty broth filled with vegetables and meat she couldn’t 

quite identify, a delicious beef stroganoff with sautéed potatoes, and 

ice cream served in a wafer bowl and topped with chocolate and 

strawberries. The men washed each course down with several 

glasses of vodka; Sergei was clearly humouring Mark. The last sip of 

Natalie’s chardonnay was warm by the time dessert arrived. 

“Another drink, Natalie?” Sergei had an inviting face – large, 

tanned, bristled – and a somewhat alarming darkness in his eyes. 

“Oh no, I’m fine, thank you.” 
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Tatyana placed a perfectly manicured hand on Natalie’s arm. 

“Shall we drink tea? It’s not the same as your ‘cuppas’, but they have 

good tea here.” 

Natalie smiled in agreement and Sergei ordered two teas and 

two vodkas.  

“What are you going to do while these two are working, 

Natalie?” 

“Well I don’t know, I don’t have any plans as such, I mean, the 

concierge at the hotel gave me a stack of brochures… the fountain 

looks nice…” 

Tatyana laughed and looked at Sergei. “We can do better than 

that, no?” 

“Yes, of course. Mark, why did you not say something? Our 

colleagues at the university are going on a trip, Tatyana is going with 

them. You go too.” 

Natalie looked at Mark, eyebrows raised. 

“I don’t think that’s necessary, she’ll be fine here, there’s a lot to 

do and the hotel has a television…” 

“Mark, you and I will be very busy with things here. You may not 

go back to your hotel every night. Why don’t we let the ladies 

explore a little? They will be safe; I will send Alexei to take care of 

them.” 

“Where are they going then?” 

“Lake Baikal.” 

***** 
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Alexei drove them in Sergei’s gold 1992 Ford Explorer, because, as 

Tatyana told Alexei, “we’re not getting in your Lady Niva death trap.” 

Natalie was glad of the comfort – the first leg of the journey was 

eight hours anticlockwise around the western tail of the Angara river, 

though the P419 was usually too far away to afford them any view of 

the water. Instead, once the pleasantries had dried up and Tatyana 

had opened her first magazine, Natalie gazed out at the flat, luscious 

green landscape floating past. 

The road had suffered years of battering by heavy Russian 

vehicles lacking suspension, and the cracks in the grey concrete gave 

the car a slow, deep vibration that invited Natalie to sleep. 

She awoke when Alexei pulled over in Aleksandrovka to urinate 

at the roadside. Unimpressed by the early stop, Tatyana stayed in 

the car; Natalie stepped out to give her ribs some space and to take 

in the view of the river they were crossing – the tapering subsidiary 

of the Angara. Two cars were parked on the shore and their 

passengers – two women and six children – were splashing in the 

water while the drivers sat on the bonnets and smoked. 

Alexei managed to hold his bladder for the remaining six hours 

of the drive to Irkutsk, where they were due to meet with two of 

Sergei’s colleagues. It appeared that they didn’t know Mark; as much 

as he liked to tell people back home that he worked for a top Russian 

research university, Mark was just consulting, so wasn’t really part of 

the team. He was more like hired insurance – they called him when 

things were going wrong. In the three years since the project had 

started, his trips had become increasingly frequent. Natalie enjoyed 

the solitude. That was over now; she had got too comfortable the 

last time, and Mark had found a note scribbled on a piece of paper in 
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her bag for a divorce solicitor. She was so sure she’d thrown that 

piece of paper away. 

She let out a short shriek when Alexei turned right onto an 

unmarked dual carriageway; he swerved, taking two wheels onto the 

grass verge, then straightened up. Two cars passed on their left, the 

noise of their horns fading into the distance.  

“Everything is ok, Natalie Acton?” 

“Please, you can just call me Natalie. I’m sorry, it was automatic I 

think, I must have forgotten you drive on the right here.” She held a 

hand on her chest and slowed her breathing. Tatyana seemed 

unfazed; she smiled and returned to her magazine. 

“It’s ok, Natalie. Look, we are almost in Irkutsk. You have 

camera?” Natalie lifted the large case out of her handbag and flashed 

it in the rear-view mirror. “I drive past church, train station, then 

hotel, ok?” 

“That sounds lovely, thank you.” 

There was a constant procession of buildings along both sides of 

the road – bedraggled looking wooden structures interspersed with 

huge sprawling apartment buildings. The closer they got to the city, 

the more electricity cables swung parallel to the road and overhead 

as they passed through crossings and ignored red lights. 

The scenery seemed at odds with the polished, glitzy sounds of 

the latest European pop on Radio Rossii – Ace of Base, 2 Unlimited, 

East 17 – punctuated by loud Russian adverts. She thought of Melody 

FM and wondered if those ads were for car insurance, estate agents 

and pizza restaurant chains. 
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Driving into the city, a curtain lifted; Irkutsk was a magical kingdom. 

Natalie filled up two thirty-five millimetre camera rolls in the space 

of an hour: the cartoon-like brightly coloured buildings on every 

street, the ornate orthodox church that looked more like a candy 

castle, the magnificent teal and white train station that welcomed 

passengers to the Trans-Siberian Railway. Alexei had even taken her 

to the platform, after a brief but severe-sounding conversation with 

the security guard at the gate, so she could capture the train pulling 

in. 

Tatyana chose the restaurant for dinner and paid with a black 

credit card. They ate grilled omul (“it is the emperor of Lake Baikal, 

you must try”) and drank ice cold pinot grigio, which, Natalie was 

relieved to find out, took the edge off the strong-tasting fish. 

Leo and Maxim met them for dessert. They were young, perhaps 

mid-twenties, a decade Natalie’s junior, and overdressed for the 

restaurant. The conversation covered the topics Natalie had 

prepared for – name, place of birth, occupation, impressions of 

Russia, travel history – and only twice ventured into uncharted 

territory, once shut down quickly by Tatyana (something about the 

project Mark and Sergei were working on) and once on the topic of 

children. 

“You do not ask a woman this question,” Tatyana said sternly. 

Faces glowed, feet shuffled, glasses tipped. 

“It’s ok,” Natalie said to break the awkwardness. “We’ve been 

trying to have kids for a while now, so I hope it will happen one day.” 

She searched for approval in Tatyana’s face but found only a hint of 

sadness. 
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“Gentlemen, you drink too much. We leave early tomorrow, I do 

not want pokhmel'ye, how you say, hangover in the morning. 

Understood?” 

***** 

 

The Ford Explorer pulled up near the ferry in Chernorud at ten in the 

morning, a good forty-five minutes before Leo and Maxim arrived in 

their beige van – a ‘breadbrick’, according to Alexei, and Natalie 

understood the name when she saw it. It looked like a loaf of bread 

on four small wheels. She was unconvinced of its off-roading 

capabilities. They would be continuing the trip together in the van, 

crossing to Olkhon Island by ferry. Natalie could see they were in for 

a bumpy day; Tatyana had already put her magazine away. 

From a distance, Olkhon Island looked quite flat, but the 

glimpses Natalie got of the horizon when she wasn’t vomiting 

overboard or sitting with her head between her legs revealed an 

increasingly domed horizon. The breadbrick didn’t help her sickness; 

it took a full hour on the island before she could walk straight. 

Leo and Maxim jumped out at a remote spot near the coast, 

with two large backpacks and a hand-pulled trailer. Tatyana 

instructed Alexei to drive on to Khuzhir, where they settled in at a 

French bistro for lunch. Natalie was surprised to notice that, with the 

exception of two American tourists, everyone in the restaurant 

looked Asian. A woman in a uniform that resembled the French 

maid’s outfit Natalie’s neighbour Susan wore to her party last 

Halloween brought a basket of bread. 
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From their table on the first-floor balcony, they could see the 

mainland across the water; Lake Baikal was deep blue outlined by 

the white sand coastline. It was the closest thing to paradise Natalie 

had ever seen. 

“What’s that?” Natalie pointed towards an m-shaped 

mountainous structure cutting into the view. 

“That is Shaman Rock.” 

“Shaman like a magic man?” 

“I suppose so,” Tatyana chuckled a little, then corrected her 

patronising tone. “We are in Siberia here, very close to the 

Mongolian border.” Natalie blushed; her naïve image of Russian 

people had been shaped entirely by Bond films, and Sergei and 

Tatyana had so far fulfilled the stereotype. Tatyana continued. “The 

local Buryat people practise a form of shamanism, and that rock is 

one of their spiritual sites on the island. Alexei will take you there 

after we eat.” 

Tatyana waved from behind her sunglasses when Natalie and 

Alexei left; she would wait there while they went on their two-

minute trip to the tourist trap. They approached the breadbrick and 

Natalie’s stomach churned. 

“How long would it take us to walk there?” 

“Not very long, I think ten minutes.” 

“Can we do that? I’d like to see some of the town.” She waved 

her camera and Alexei pointed towards the road. 

The walk was less than ten minutes, and although there wasn’t 

much to see – roughly painted wooden buildings and breadbricks, 

both moving and stationary on actual bricks – she took at least one 

photo a minute. 
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The climb to Shaman Rock pushed the air from her lungs, and when 

the incline seemed to level off, Natalie raised her head and inhaled 

deeper than she had ever done before. A woozy feeling sent 

goosebumps down both arms and legs, and left her fingers and toes 

fizzing. 

“Everything is ok, Natalie Acton… Natalie?” 

“Yes, I’m fine, I’m… what’s this?” Natalie walked over to a row of 

thirteen three-metre tall wooden stakes wrapped in multicoloured 

ribbon and reached out her fizzing fingers towards one. A woman 

shrouded in a silk cloth bluer than the lake behind her emerged over 

the brow of the hill. She was holding a large shallow drum and a long 

stick. Her black hair covered what little of her face showed behind 

the cloak; by the way she walked, Natalie guessed she was old. 

She approached Natalie and Alexei, and Alexei bowed his head 

towards her; Natalie did the same, her blush resurfacing. The old 

woman bowed towards them and lurched at Natalie; she dropped 

the drum and stick and took both Natalie’s hands in hers. 

“Üxe osnovat,” she said, stroking the palms of Natalie’s hands 

with her calloused fingertips. She started talking quickly and Natalie 

looked at Alexei. 

“A ty govorish' po russki?” 

The woman’s words slowed down and sounded more familiar; 

she had switched to Russian. Alexei interpreted every few words to 

Natalie. 

“She says you were brought here… the spirits took you here… 

this is your sunrise… this is the resurrection…” He stood up straight 

and spoke sternly to the old woman; she flapped her arms at him 
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and shouted. “This is where you leave this life,” he added, quietly, 

and continued verbally jostling with the woman. 

Natalie hadn’t heard a word Alexei had said, because the tingle 

in her fingers and toes had moved inwards, making her organs and 

ear drums vibrate. The vibration oscillated until it matched the 

frequency of the rumbling chant coming from the foot of the highest 

rock. It swirled around her and pulled her towards it, lifting her 

whole body away from the rocky ground beneath. Time slowed 

down. She felt the vibration form pools where her bruises were – 

wells of darkness in her flesh, where the blood bubbled into a cool 

boil. Every breath was a cascade of colour, ribbons formed from the 

wisdom of a thousand souls, twisting into braids around her heart. 

When it opened, she saw her truth, and I saw my chance. I jumped 

in, unfamiliar with the ritual but willing to bet it was my only chance 

of entering. 

Then I did something a bit rash. 

The spirits had floated her to the top of Shaman Rock, but Alexei 

was closing in on us. I had to save her, she had to escape, and the 

only way to free her soul was to untether it from her body. I curled 

around the braids emanating from her heart and spun them closed 

like the last twist of the maypole. That was unfortunate, because for 

a moment she was snapped back to reality, totally aware she was 

standing on the rocky outcrop of the rock, thirty metres away from 

the sunken boulders looming under the simmering water of the lake 

below. 

I didn’t wait long; every moment of her fear felt like a sharp 

stab. I pushed her towards the cliff edge with every ounce of 

strength in me. Her fight-or-flight mechanism had stalled in freeze 
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mode, so she tipped over, eyes open, confused and stiff as a board. 

And I hugged her deeply. 

 

That was nine days ago. Since then it’s been rescue divers, mouth-to-

mouth, an ambulance, two jolts from a defibrillator (that’s not 

something I wish to experience again), scans, machines that beep, a 

feeding tube and a constant flow of people checking her chart, blood 

pressure, pulse, temperature, head bandage and reflexes.  

It’s ok, I’ve got her now. She’ll wake up when she’s ready. Soon. 

He’s waiting though. There’s not much I can do about that. He’s 

not here very much, and when he is, he’s behind a newspaper or 

consumed by some television show he doesn’t even understand. At 

least he goes into the hallway to smoke. 

The only thing I’m not sure about is her head. I managed to get 

in, but to take control of her body, I had to concentrate myself in her 

heart. There’s no channel between her heart and her head; I’m not 

surprised, I could have expected this, of course, and I’ve seen it 

before, but it makes this part tricky. Incapacitated and sedated as 

she is, I have no control over her physically. What happens next will 

be up to her mind. 

Pushing her over the edge was a risky move, granted, but there 

was no other way. I’d exhausted my distance options. I know that’s 

how they prefer we do things, that it’s unorthodox to become 

entwined like this, but her control was being continually eroded. I 

tried exposing the truth (risking short-term physical consequences, 

as her now fading bruises attest), but he didn’t leave. This trip would 

be it, I thought, we were so close to her being strong enough to walk, 

but then he demanded she join him. To Bratsk of all places! So last 
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week I tried a little environment engineering – it was deeply 

unfortunate that all those people died, and trust me, I’ll face the 

music for that one eventually, but even a major plane crash didn’t 

deter him. She was terrified. 

When I realised what was happening with those shaman spirits, I 

knew it was my last chance. I’m not ready to turn away from this 

one. I need a win. 

 

And here we are, in this dusty, noisy, smoke-stained hospital 

somewhere in Siberia. Her eyelids have been fluttering for a few 

minutes already, but nobody has noticed. Her fingers are ticking 

against the starchy sheet. I release my hug gently and the hairs on 

her arms stand on end. I expand as far as I can – I reach her 

collarbones and her diaphragm; she takes a deep breath and opens 

her eyes. It’s the beeping that alerts the nurse first.  

He must be finishing his cigarette. 

We both wait, he and I, to find out if she’s really awake. I feel 

her quivering and fall back into an embrace. My expectations are 

clearly lower than his; I’ve been in similar situations before so I’m 

under no romantic illusion of what’s about to happen. He, on the 

other hand, has eight seasons of Casualty under his belt, and is 

almost certainly expecting a fully considered, coherent, declarative 

statement to come out of her mouth – one that shows him she’s 

fine, involves some kind of apology for the inconvenience and 

professes undying love and servitude. I’m considering what this 

sentence might sound like when she proves me right. 

“Drum… hands…” 
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Yep, exactly. That much she remembers. The nurse gives her a 

sip of water through a straw. I ignore his eye roll and inane question 

to the nurse about when they can leave. Natalie lifts her head and 

looks around. It takes a full five minutes before she can muster a 

sentence. 

“Who are you?” 

I’m elated. I rejoice and have to calm myself down when her 

pulse climbs. 

“What are you talking about Natty, I’m your husband. Don’t play 

daft games with me now, I’ve been worried sick.” 

“My husband? I’m sorry, I don’t… I can’t…” 

The nurse ushers him out of the room. Good, Natalie and I have 

some feeling to get on with. I do what I can from my restricted 

position – I hug when she’s alone, squeeze and pinch when he’s in 

the room. I twist when he makes up stories. “You must have really 

tumbled to get all those bruises, Natty.” Extra twist. I want him to 

make her feel as sick as he makes me. 

It’s not going well. The stories in her head are dazzling against 

the blank canvas of her amnesia. Right now, in this hospital in 

Yelantsy, eighty kilometres from Shaman Rock, eight hundred 

kilometres from Bratsk, eight thousand kilometres from home, not 

that she remembers it, she needs a tangible lifeline. And he’s sitting 

there holding the fishing rod. 

This is the long game. We’ll be here a while, and I’ll open up that 

channel into her head. Or maybe it would be easier to push down 

into her arms… yeah, that’s easier already. I’ll let him tell his dazzling 

stories, and she can take comfort in forgetting the person he was. I 

won’t forget, Natalie. 
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I hug her a little tighter, and she folds her arms around her chest. 
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